A classification of companies into sectors of the economy is important for macroeconomic analysis and for investments into the sector-specific financial indices and exchange traded funds (ETFs). Major industrial classification systems and financial indices have historically been based on expert opinion and developed manually. Here we show how unsupervised machine learning can provide a more objective and comprehensive broad-level sector decomposition of stocks. An emergent lowdimensional structure in the space of historical stock price returns automatically identifies "canonical sectors" in the market, and assigns every stock a participation weight into these sectors. Furthermore, by analyzing data from different periods, we show how these weights for listed firms have evolved over time. . It is not clear, for example, how to assign a sector to conglomerates or diversified companies such as General Electric. Conversely, non-conglomerates with exposure to firms outside their own sector (for example, an investment bank exclusively serving pharmaceutical firms) also blur the boundaries of sector-identification. Moreover, as economic environment or companies evolve, neither the industrial sectors nor the firms' sector association remains static, necessitating updates to sector assignments and addition of new sectors.
Stock market performance is measured with aggregated quantities called indices that represent a weighted average price of a basket of stocks. Market-wide indices such as Russell 3000 [1] and the S&P 500 [2] consist of stocks from diverse companies reflecting a broad crosssection of the market. Sector-specific indices such as the Dow Jones Financials Index [3] , CBOE Oil Index [4] and the Morgan Stanley High-Tech 35 Index [5] , etc., are more granular and their composition requires a classification of companies into sectors. Major industrial classification schemes classify firms into sectors, albeit with many ambiguities [6] . It is not clear, for example, how to assign a sector to conglomerates or diversified companies such as General Electric. Conversely, non-conglomerates with exposure to firms outside their own sector (for example, an investment bank exclusively serving pharmaceutical firms) also blur the boundaries of sector-identification. Moreover, as economic environment or companies evolve, neither the industrial sectors nor the firms' sector association remains static, necessitating updates to sector assignments and addition of new sectors.
A significant number of studies have previously aimed at finding categories of stocks in financial markets with a variety of approaches. Recent numerical techniques have included extensive use of random matrix theory, principal component analysis or associated eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrix [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , specialized clustering methods [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] or time series analysis [23, 24] , pairwise coupling analysis [25] , and even topic-modeling of returns [26] . Relevant prior work analyzing historical stock price returns [10, 27, 28] elucidated that the high-dimensional space of stock price returns has a lowdimensional representation. This implies that only a few dimensions in the space of price returns have signal and the rest can be ascribed to random noise [27] .
Here, we demonstrate a new, holistic way of classifying stocks into industrial sectors by utilizing the emergent structure of price returns in data space. In particular, if we take the log price returns of individual stocks, remove FIG. 1. Low-dimensional projection of the stock price returns data. Stock price returns are projected onto a plane spanned by two stiff vectors from the SVD of the emergent simplex corners as described in the supplementary online information [7] . Each colored circle corresponds to one of the 705 stocks in the dataset used in the analysis. Colors denote the sectors assigned to companies by Scottrade [8] and the scheme is shown in (Fig. S6) . The grey corners of the simplex correspond to sector-defining prototype stocks, whereas all other circles are given by a suitably weighted sum of these grey corners. Projections along other singular vectors are shown in (Fig. S2) .
the overall market return, normalize to zero mean and unit s.d., then stock returns are well-approximated by a hyper-tetrahedral structure. Each lobe of the hypertetrahedron is populated by stocks of similar or related businesses (Fig. 1) ; the lobe-corners (canonical sectors) approximate the returns of companies that are prototypical of individual sectors (Table 1) . Returns of each stock can be decomposed into a weighted sum (Fig. 2 ) of the A complete set of all 705 stocks is provided on the companion website [9] ; the color scheme is shown on the right. Conglomerates like GE decompose roughly into their core business lines. Tech firms such as Apple that sell mass-market consumer goods have an important fraction in c-cyclical, whereas IBM has a significant portion of c-noncyclical returns presumably due to its government contracts. Telecom companies like AT&T are generally classified under a separate telecom category by major classification systems, yet analysis shows their returns are described by a combination of c-non-cyclical and c-utility sectors. Health insurance providers like Aetna are commonly classified as financial services firms, but their returns consist of a major part c-noncyclical and only a minor part of c-financial -the healthcare sector is generally less prone to economic downturns. Defense contractors like Lockheed are listed as capital goods companies, but their returns are seen to be majority c-non-cyclical and only a smaller share of c-industrial sector.
canonical sector returns (Fig. 3) . Lastly, the canonical sector weights for a given company are dynamic and lead to insights into its evolution (Fig. 4) .
The matrix of daily log returns of a stock s are defined as r ts = log P ts − log P (t−1)s where P ts are adjusted closing prices (i.e. corrected for stock splits and dividend issues) and t is in trading days. In the present analysis, we used normalized returns, R ts = (r ts − r ts t )/σ s , where σ 2 s = r 2 ts t − r ts 2 t is the variance (squared volatility). Overall market returns from each stock were also removed, yielding R ts = R ts − R ts s [7] . The key discovery presented in this work is that the low-dimensional representation of R has an emergent hyper-tetrahedral structure. This structure, also known as a simplex, is apparent from its low-dimensional cross-sections [7] such as in (Fig. 1) . The simplex shown here is an emergent, self-organized structure: it has prototypical firms in corners (Table 1) , closely related firms clumped together in each lobe, diversified companies (GE, Walt Disney, 3M, etc.) close to the center, and the number of lobes denoting how many distinct sectors are exhibited by the data. This suggests a natural way to decompose stocks into canonical sectors: for convex sets, each interior point is representable as a unique weighted sum of corner points, implying here that every stock's return is approximated by a weighted sum of returns from the canonical sectors. Conversely, the weights for a given stock quantify its exposure to the canonical sectors.
We applied a dimensional-reduction algorithm inspired by the simplex geometry of returns to construct a hypertetrahedron with vertices inside the convex-hull of the dataset [29] . The dataset consisted of 705 US firms' stocks with a minimum $1 billion June 2013 market capitalization and with continuous 20 years (1993-2013) of listing on major exchanges. Analysis of this dataset revealed eight emergent sectors which were named in accordance with the companies they comprised (prefix c-denotes "canonical"): c-cyclical (including retail), c-energy (including oil and gas), c-industrial (including capital goods and basic materials), c-financial, c-non-cyclical (including healthcare and consumer non-cyclical goods), c-real estate, c-technology, and c-utility. Calculated participation weights for a sample of 12 firms in (Fig. 2) show a decomposition of their stocks into the canonical sectors with resulting insights discussed in the caption.
Associated with each canonical sector f is a time series of returns. As expected, these series show hallmark historical events of individual sectors (Fig. 3) : the dot-com bubble, the energy crisis, and the financial crisis being the major events in the last two decades. These emergent time series, E tf , are basis vectors that together with weights W f s describe a best-fit decomposition of R as a matrix factorization R ts = E tf W f s with the constraint f W f s = 1. An additional convexity constraint ensures that the columns of E represent the simplex corners of the dataset: E tf = R ts C s f where s C s f = 1. A matrix factorization with constraints as defined here was introduced in [30] and is known as Archetypal Analysis (AA); variations to AA were described more recently [29, 31] . Each of these algorithms factorizes R into a product RCW by minimizing the Frobenius matrix norm ||R ts − R ts C s f W f s || 2 F subject to aforementioned constraints. The number n of canonical sectors f is userspecified. The resulting factorization is thus a best-fit simplex to the data with vertices E tf constrained to be inside the convex hull of the original data as desired.
Determining the correct number of canonical sectors that appropriately describe the space of stock market returns is akin to the more general issue of selecting a signal-to-noise ratio cutoff, or a truncation threshold in the dimensional-reduction of data. The choice of this threshold is generally sensitive to sampling, yet the results presented here are reasonably robust with different choices leading to meaningful and similar decompositions [7] . In addition to the full data set of 20 years × 705 firms, we also applied the algorithm described in [29] to overlapping, two-year Gaussian windows to study to how the sector weights for firms have evolved in time (Fig. 4) . As TABLE I . Canonical sectors and major business lines of primary constituent firms. The eight canonical sectors identified by the analysis described here are listed in the column on the left; these were named in accord with the business lines (middle column) of firms that show strong association with these sectors. Some examples are provided in the right column; a full list is available on companion website [9] . We note that the dot-com bubble was confined to the c-tech whereas the financial crisis effects were spread throughout the sectors. Precise definition of the cumulative returns plotted here is given in (Eqn. S2); other measures of sector dynamics are in (Fig. S4) .
expected, the sector decomposition of firms is dynamic. Mergers, acquisitions, spin-offs, new products, effect of competitive environments or shifting consumer preferences can change the business foci of firms and hence alter the sector association of firms. External events affecting companies in an idiosyncratic manner also show clear signature in this analysis.
The eight-factor decomposition presented here explains 11.1% of the total variation (r 2 ) in the normalized returns with the market mode removed, and 56% of the explainable variation as determined by random matrix theory [27] . For comparison, the classic three-factor decomposition portfolio returns by Fama and French [28] into market mode, market capitalization, and growth versus value yields an r 2 value of only 4.75%. Indeed, if only three factors are used instead of the eight for Evolving sector participation weights. Results from the sector decomposition made with rolling twoyear Gaussian windows are shown for selected stocks. A complete set of 705 charts is provided on the companion website [9] . Color scheme is as in (Fig. 2) . For stable and focused companies such as Pacific Gas & Electric or IBM, one sees no significant shifts in sector weights. Wal-Mart's returns, on the other hand, have moved significantly from c-cyclical to c-noncyclicals (consumer staples) in the post-financial crises years as shown; this is also true of other low-price consumer commodities retailers such as Costco, but not true of higher price retailers such as Whole Foods, Macy's, etc. Corning, previously an industrial firm with a huge presence in optical fiber, suffered in the aftermath of the dot-com crisis and now is classified as a tech firm presumably due to its Gorilla R glass used in cellphones, laptop displays, and tablets. Berry Petroleum grew within its home state of California in the early 1990s through development on properties that were purchased in the earlier part of 20th century. In 2003, the company embarked on a transformation [32] by direct acquisition of light oil and natural gas production facilities outside California. The figure shows a clear shift in the distribution of sector weights as the company has moved toward c-energy and away from c-real estate. Similarly, as Plum Creek Timber converted to a real estate investment trust (REIT) in the late 1990s [33] , its sector weights have significantly shifted toward c-real estate sector.
the decomposition presented here, the regression yields a comparable r 2 value (5.61%) but there appears to be no correspondence between three factors found by our unsupervised model, and those of Fama and French (Fig. S8) . Carrying out a similar comparison with Fama and French's analysis applied to model portfolio returns, the regression on the S&P500 yields an r 2 value of 99.4% for Fama and French compared to 93.5% for our eightfactor decomposition (market mode reintroduced). Our decomposition was optimized without concern for market capitalization, which appears to be the key difference: For an equal weighted index of the 338 stocks in the S&P500 with current tickers and a complete data series in our time of interest, we obtain an r 2 value of 99.0% (97.0% for 3 factors) compared to 95.8% for Fama and French.
Future work remains to address survivorship bias, effects of sampling at different frequencies, and incorporating smaller market cap firms. The framework of understanding stock returns via an emergent structure of their data space also suggests development of a generative model. Lastly, investors, analysts, and governments alike would benefit from the development of new investable sector indices [7] that measure the health of our industrial sectors just like the macroeconomic indicators (GDP, housing starts, unemployment rate, etc.) measure the health of our broader economy.
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DATASET PARTICULARS
Company names, tickers, listed-sectors and market caps of US-based firms used in this analysis were obtained from Scottrade [1] . Daily closing prices adjusted for stock splits and dividend issues were obtained from Yahoo Finance [2] . The rare cases of missing prices in the time series were replaced with linearly interpolated values. A brief summary of listed sectors and number of companies in each is provided in (Table S1 ) and a full list of company names, tickers, market caps and listed-sector info is available on the companion website [3] . 
RETURNS FACTORIZATION AND SECTOR DECOMPOSITION
A variety of factorization algorithms have been developed in recent years for dimensional reduction, classification or clustering. Examples include archetypal analysis (AA) [4] , heteroscedastic matrix factorization [5] , binary matrix factorization [6] , K-means clustering [7] , simplex volume maximization [8] , independent component analysis [9] , non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [10, 11] and its variants such as the semi-and convex-NMF [12] , convex hull NMF [13] and hierarchical convex NMF [14] , among others. Each method has a unique interpretation [15] and therefore, a successful application of any of these methods is contingent upon the underlying structure of the data.
The hyper-tetrahedral structure of log price returns seen in our analysis motivates a decomposition so that each stock's return is a weighted mixture of canonical sectors, constrained to lie in the convex hull of the data. Hence we employ AA factorization which is defined as:
(1)
Columns of R ts C sf = E tf are the emergent sector time series (basis vectors) representing the n corners of the hyper-tetrahedron, and W f s are the participation weights (W f s ≥ 0) in sector f so that f W f s = 1 for each stock s. The sector matrix E tf is within the convex hull (C > 0, s C sf = 1) of the data R ts . It can be found by either minimizing the squared error with convex constraints in factorization as originally proposed [4] , or by making a convex hull of the dataset and choosing one or more of its vertices to be basis vectors, or by making a convex hull in low-dimensions and choosing one or more of its vertices to be basis vectors [16] , or by minimizing after initializing with candidate archetypes that are guaranteed to lie in the minimal convex set of the data [17] . The columns of the C matrix are shown in (Fig. S7) .
CALCULATIONS AND CONVERGENCE
Numerical computations were performed using an inhouse Python language implementation of the principal convex hull analysis (PCHA) algorithm as described in [17] . For the full dataset, the factorization R = EW , with E = RC as defined in (Eqn. S1) converged in 35 iterations to a predefined tolerance value of ∆ SSE < 10 −7 , where ∆ SSE is the average difference in sum of square error per matrix element in R − EW from one iteration to the next. The resulting columns of E tf are shown in (Fig. S4) (top row) . Annualized cumulative log returns are obtained by summing rows of E tf :
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The time series Q f (τ ) are shown in (Fig. 3) and the middle row of (Fig. S4) . Weights W f s for selected stocks are shown in (Fig. 2) , the remainder are available on the companion website [3] . In each canonical sector f , the component of weights for companies are shown in (Fig. S5) .
The analysis of evolving sector weights was performed similarly, but with a sliding Gaussian time window. We decomposed the local normalized log returns for each stock into the canonical sectors determined from the entire time series. Each column (time series) of the returns matrix R ts was multiplied with a Gaussian, G µ (τ ) = exp(−(τ − µ)
2 /(2 × 250 2 )) of standard deviation 250 centered at µ to obtain R µ ts . We use C s f found using the full dataset (Eqn. S1) (corresponding to keeping the sector-defining simplex corners fixed). R µ ts is factorized to obtain new weights W µ f s that describe sector decomposition of stocks in that period focused at t = µ:
µ is increased in steps of 50 starting at µ = 0 and ending at µ = 5000, and W µ is calculated at each µ with the corresponding R µ . These results are plotted in (Fig. 4) for a select group of companies; the remainder are available on the companion website [3] .
DIMENSIONALITY OF THE SPACE OF PRICE RETURNS
It is often the case with large datasets that the effective dimensionality of the data space is much lower when one filters out the noise. Of the many dimensional reduction methods, the most commonly used is singular value decomposition (SVD) [18] , a deterministic matrix factorization. We discuss SVD in more detail in order to draw a contrast with previous SVD results, and to apply it for quantifying the explainable variation in the returns data.
An SVD of R ts is a matrix factorization [18] R ts = U tf Σ f f V T f s such that matrices U and V are orthogonal; Σ is a diagonal matrix of "singular values". If the goal were purely rank-reduction, n entries of Σ chosen to lie above "noise threshold" are retained and the rest truncated so that 0 ≤ f, f ≤ n. This effectively reduces the dimension of R to n. The choice of n can be informed by the distribution of singular values as discussed later. The rows of V T are precisely the eigenvectors of the stockstock returns correlation matrix, ξ ss ∼ R T st R ts . It was previously reported that some components of the stiff eigenvectors of this stock-stock correlation matrix loosely corresponded to firms belonging to the same conventionally identified business sector [19] (but see Fig. S6 ).
After normalizing the log returns, the returns matrix R has entries of unit variance. If the entries were uncorrelated random variables drawn from a standard normal distribution, their singular values (which are also the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of R T R) would be described by Wishart statistics [20] . The Wishart ensemble for a matrix of size α × β predicts a distribution of singular values with a characteristic shape [20] , bounded for large matrices by √ α± √ β. Comparing the stock correlations with Wishart statistics has been previously used to filter noise from financial datasets [21] . As shown in the (Fig. S1) , most singular values of the returns matrix R are associated with the random noise, whereas only ∼20 fall outside that cutoff (The singular value bounds of a random Gaussian rectangular matrix of size α × β can be shown to be √ α ± √ β for large matrices.). The largest singular value of R ts corresponds to what we will refer to as the "market mode" as this represents overall simultaneous rise and fall of stocks. In the analysis presented in this paper, this mode has been filtered from the returns matrix by projecting the R matrix into the subspace spanned by all non-market mode eigenvectors. This is nearly equivalent to filtering the market mode using simple linear regression (as done commonly [19] ), although more convenient.
LOW-DIMENSIONAL PROJECTIONS OF PRICE RETURNS
The emergent low-dimensional, hyper-tetrahedral (simplex) structure of stock price returns can be seen by projecting the dataset into stiff "eigenplanes". Eigenplanes are formed by pairs of right singular vectors from a SVD. Here, we construct an SVD of the simplex corners,
T kt is a projection operator). The plots in (Fig. S2) are the projections of the dataset, X T kt R ts = v ks . The rows of v taken in pairs form the axes of the projections in (Figs.  1 and S2) . With those plots, it becomes clear that the eigenplanes represent projections of a simplex-like data into two-dimensions. Secondly, we note that the simplex structure becomes less clear as one looks at planes corresponding to smaller singular value directions; the signal eventually becomes buried in the noise.
Similarly, the results of the factorization can be seen in eigenplanes from the SVD of
These results (rows of M N T ks ) are shown in (Fig. S3) , where we notice that the data is now perfectly resides in simplex region as expected due to constraints.
We measured the goodness of the returns decomposition R = EW by measuring the coefficient of determination (r 2 ) as follows:
Here, SSE is denotes the sum of square errors ||R − EW || 2 F , and SST is the total sum of squares ||R|| 2 F . This is also known as the proportion of variance explained (PVE). For the factorization of the full dataset, normalized with the market mode removed, the calculated r 2 value is 11.1%. To put this number in context for the returns dataset, one must separate the variation in R ascribable to signal, and that to Gaussian fluctuations. The SVD of R with singular values shown in (Fig. S1 ) provides a convenient way for doing so as follows. Only 20 singular values (excluding the market mode) were above the cut-off that was predicted by the random matrix theory for a matrix of purely random Gaussian entries. For any matrix M with elements m ij , the norm ||M ||
, where s i are the singular values [18] . Thus, the fraction of intrinsic variation in R not attributable to noise is the sum of squares of the 20 singular values (not including market mode) divided by SST,
. Therefore, as a first approximation, the factorization explains 11.1/19.8 = 56% of the total variation. The percentage of the total variation for different numbers of factors compared to the 3 factor decomposition of Fama and French is shown in (Table S2) . We also note for completeness that if R is rank-reduced to the eight stiffest components found by SVD (not including market mode), then the factorization explains 85% of the the total variation in R with overall results in good accord with the analysis presented here. This implies that sector decomposition information was already contained in the stiff modes from the SVD of R, however SVD is not the appropriate tool for the decomposition.
THE NUMBER n OF CANONICAL SECTORS
It is an open problem to determine the effective dimensionality (optimal rank) of a general dataset (matrix). One could select among models of different dimensions using statistical tests such as the r 2 discussed above, or information theory based criteria such as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), but the choice of the selection criterion is itself generally made on an ad hoc basis. Therefore, a direct observation of the comprehensibility of results is often the most reliable criterion. In the dataset used for analysis described here, a factorization with n > 8 yielded results where both the emergent time series E tf and weights in W f s showed qualitative signs of overfitting. The high-level results of factorization with different values of n are:
• n = 9: Results were in good agreement to n = 8, except one resulting sector involved participation from only 11 seemingly unrelated stocks (r 2 = 12.0%). • n = 7: Results were similar to n = 8, except c-real estate and c-financial merged into one canonical sector (r 2 = 10.3%).
• n = 6: Results are similar to n = 7, except listed retail companies are absorbed into c-cyclical and c-non-cyclical sectors (r 2 = 9.5%).
• n = 5: Results are similar to n = 6, except ccyclical and c-non-cyclical merge into one canonical sector (r 2 = 8.2%).
• n = 4: Results are similar to n = 5, except c-energy and c-utility merge into one canonical sector (r 2 = 7.0%).
• n = 3: All sectors overlap and there is no clear separation of companies (r 2 = 5.6%).
In general, a factorization analysis of the returns dataset would be sensitive to number of stocks in the dataset, criteria applied for picking stocks, period over which historical prices are obtained, and frequency at which returns are computed. A robust macroeconomic analysis would therefore require a large number of stocks chosen without sampling bias, with returns calculated over the period of interest and sensitivity checked for frequency of returns calculation. On the other hand, an equity fund manager faces a less daunting task for an analysis that is limited to the universe of her portfolio of stocks: either to find its canonical sectors, or to analysis the exposure of her holdings to the core sectors of the economy.
CANONICAL SECTOR INDICES
The matrix C sf in decomposition R = RCW represents how returns R of stocks s must be combined to make canonical sector returns E tf = R ts C sf . Since a canonical sector is defined as a combination of stocks, an investment in the sector f can made via buying a basket of constituent stocks s in proportions given by C sf or through an index I tf :
where, p are stocks prices suitably weighted by market cap or other divisor as common practice for common indices [22] . An unweighted index of this kind is shown in the bottom row of (Fig. S4) for results corresponding to the analysis described in this paper. Conversely, a pre-defined basket of stocks such as the S&P 500 can be unbundled to find its exposure to the canonical sectors.
With an investment strategy employing longs and shorts at the same time in correct proportions, it is conceivable to invest in, for example, the c-tech component of S&P 500.
The desirable features of an index include completeness, objectivity and investability [23] . The c-indices constructed using the ideas outlined here would not only be of value to investors through investment vehicles such as ETFs, Futures, etc., but also serve as important economic indicators. (Fig. S5 ) according to sectors assigned by Scottrade [1] . The first row is repeated from (Fig. 1) . Black circles represent the archetypes found with our analysis. The (i, j) th figure in the grid is a plane spanned by singular vectors i and j + 1 (rows of X T R) from the calculations described earlier. Projections after the factorization are shown in (Fig. S3) .
FIG. S3.
Cross-sections along eigenplanes of the factorized returns. Each colored circle represents a stock in our dataset and is colored according to scheme in (Fig. 2) based on the primary sector association found after calculations described in this paper. Black circles represent the archetypes found with our analysis. The (i, j) th figure in the grid is a plane spanned by singular vectors i and j + 1 (rows of M N T ) from the calculations described earlier. Projections of raw data (before the factorization) are shown in (Fig. S2) .
FIG. S4.
Canonical sector time series. Top row: normalized log returns (columns of E tf ), middle row: cumulative log returns (same as (Fig. 3 ) and defined in (Eqn. S2)), and bottom row: unweighted price index of canonical sectors (Eqn S4). T R. Eight of these stiffest eigenvectors including the market mode are shown in rows of two at a time. Each has 705 components corresponding to stocks in the dataset. The market mode with all components in the same direction describes overall fluctuations in the market; it was excluded from the analysis described in the paper. Previous work [19] has suggested that each eigenvector of the stock-stock correlation matrix describes a listed sector, however as seen above, a more correct interpretation is that each eigenvector is a mixture of listed sectors with opposite signs in components. For example, the stiffest direction (after market mode) has positive components in real estate and utility, but negative in tech. Less stiff eigenvectors (including the last one shown here), do not contain sector-relevant information. Stocks are colored by listed sectors as shown at the bottom. Listed sector information was obtained from [1] . Y-axis range is from -0.5 to 0.3.
